C h id d in g f o ld R o m a n v i l l a : a s u g g e s t e d r e in t e r p r e t a t io n
The site of a complex of Roman buildings near Chiddingfold was excavated in 1883 by R
Nevill and in 1888-9 by T S Cooper (Cooper et al 1984). There are two plans, both
apparently Cooper’s; they seem to be reasonably accurate by the standards of the day, but
there are some differences between them. Obviously it is also necessary to allow for a likely
failure to recognize different periods of construction within individual buildings and to
accept doubt about the existence of some of the suggested walls. Nevertheless there is no
good reason to doubt the general evidence for a large complex of Roman-period buildings,
perhaps mostly of the mid-2nd to the later 3rd centuries.
The site has always been enigmatic. For instance, why is it so far into the Weald?
Although itself sited on sandy soils it is surrounded by the Weald Clay. Why is it so large?
It is easily Surrey’s largest villa (for comparative plans see Bird 1987, figs 7.2, 7.3), but
apparently in the least favourable situation. Why is the plan so odd? Such a large complex
of buildings suggests considerable resources and one would normally expect a large
measure of formal planning around a courtyard or central space and some indication of
one or more high-quality mosaic floors. At Chiddingfoldthere are indications of tessellated
floors but only of the most basic sort. The complex gives the impression of being an
accumulation of additional buildings with no overall planning (fig 1). This is difficult to
parallel at other villas even if allowanceis made for the effect of being unable to untangle a
numberof different periods where not all the walls were in use at the same time.
Previous attempts to explain these anomalies by suggesting that the buildings were
connected with a forestry industryor even glass-making(Bird 1987, 180, 195, n59) should
probably be abandoned, especially the latter suggestion. Roman-period glass-making
seems to have been a town-based phenomenon and the potash-based forest-situated
industry is post-Roman (Harden 1957, 325). Forestry may also be unlikely in view of the
distance from London or any other major town (or the main iron-producing areas). At this
date there were almost certainly adequate supplies of wood and timber for these places
from much closer at hand (eg Bird 2000, 161).
In an earlier paper, this author suggested that the two free-standing square buildings at
Chiddingfold might be shrines (Bird 1987, 175), but it now seems possible to explain the
whole of the Chiddingfold complex as a religious site. The plan of a Roman-period
complex at Hochsheid in Germany(fig 1; Weisgerber 1972) has sufficient similarity in its
essentials to the layout at Chiddingfold to suggest the possibility that they might have had
similar functions. Hochsheid has a temple (apparently set at a water source), with
associated buildings no doubt acting as housing for resident priests, and rooms and baths
for visiting pilgrims. The buildings do not have a formallyplanned relationship to one
another. In this respect one might note other places where there is an unplanned grouping
of buildings at a religious site, such as Nettleton and Springhead (Burnham & Wacher
1990, 189, 194). Of particular interest is the site at Uley (fig 1; Woodward & Leach 1993,
fig 9); a close parallel to Chiddingfold is not suggested but the inter-relationshipof the
buildings is clearly of interest in this context. It is instructive to see the complete unphased
site plan at Uley (Woodward & Leach 1993, fig 3), and to bear in mind that some of the
links between the groups of rooms at Chiddingfold are less than convincing, suggesting
that there may have been separate buildings there.
The finds from Chiddingfold are not especially supportive of a religious function for the
site; most of the material consists of the normal range of pottery, although its widespread
origins are perhaps noteworthy. There are a few finds likely to be of ritual significance,
particularly the bronze ibis head, the small face mask, the two Venus figurines and the
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Comparative plans of Uley (top left), Chiddingfold (bottom left) and Hochsheid (right) drawn to the same scale (after Woodward & Leach 1993, fig
3; Cooper et al 1984, figs 2 and 3; Weisgerber 1972). On the Uley plan the irregular lines are probable walls located by geophysical survey. The
Chiddingfold plan is an interpretation based on Cooper’s text and the two plans; the dashed line indicates the approximate extent of the ‘rubbish
heap’. The Chiddingfold scale is known to be approximate and it can be seen from comparison with the other sites that the plan may understate
the actual dimensions.
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potterymural crown, but probably no more than would be expected at a normalvilla (Bird
& Hanworth 1984). The 'huge rubbish heap5noted by Cooper as pre-dating rooms 30-34
is, however, of interest: it is described as containing 'a very large quantity of pottery of
nearly everydescription found, as well as bronze objects, coins and some flint arrowheads5
(Cooper et al 1984, 70). This is a strange rubbish heap; it would not be unreasonable to
consider that it might instead be a large spread of votive offerings, perhaps with some
similarities ot the deposit of offerings at Wanborough (Bird 1994, 97-8), although probably
not representing a single special event as there. The arrowheads areparticularly interesting
in this respect since they must have been collected deliberately if they were really part of
the same deposit, which Cooper clearly thought to be the case. Merrifield (1987, 16)
discusses the ritual use of flint arrowheads,and notes other prehistoricweapons also used
as Roman-period votive offerings (for local examples see Goodchild 1938, 14; Bird 1994,
97).
Other aspects of the site might also support a religious interpretation. Cooper describes
it as being 'on high ground with a very extensive view all round5. Such prominentsiting is
very characteristic of Roman religious sites in the countryside. The isolated setting,
perhaps surrounded by dense woodland on the Weald Clay, would also be appropriate.
The buildings seem to have been enclosed within a polygonal wall circuit, for which a
reasonable parallel would be the temenos wall at Farley Heath (Goodchild 1938, 19-20).
Finally, in Nevilfs words (quoted by Cooper), 'although the site is at the top of a hill, water
rises freely at a depth of six feet5(Cooper et al 1984, 66). There are other references to
nearby springs, including one Cooper thought might have been given a stone surround
and base in the Roman period{ibid, 72).
John and Marian Gower noted that the site is at the head of a complex of watercourses
leading into the Arun (ibid, 61). This was in the context of possible water transport to the
site, which seems rather unlikely (eg Bird 2000, 164), but it does make the point that the
site could have been regarded as a source of the Arun, which would have given it
considerable religious significance. As an alternative, or additionally, the springs may have
been thought to have healing properties. Some sort of spring-related cult could provide the
explanation for the strange stone-built 'tanks5(to use Cooper's word) noted at various parts
of the site. The best preserved of these was said to be '3 feet 6 inches deep with a stone
foundation [presumably base]; the sides were also stoned to the full depth in regular
courses, and the opening was 2 feet square5(Cooper et al 1984, 71). It is not possible to be
sure that these features were Roman in date - their apparently random distribution and
the way they often cut walls must cause some doubts, althoughit would still be difficult to
explain them at any period - but the shallow basin in room 6 is specifically described as
being set at Roman floor level and Cooper was obviously convinced that it was
contemporary(ibid, 67-8).
In summary, it is suggested that consideration should be given to a reinterpretation of
Chiddingfold as a religious site, set at a prominent location deep in the Weald at an
importantwater source (one perhaps regarded as having healing properties). The complex
may have had free-standing shrines withina defined sacred area and buildings providing
for the needs of pilgrims.
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